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Editorial
Abstract
Welcome to The Mythic Circle #10. We have a first in this issue: a pair of stories written by father and son.
Dan Ryan, a Phoenix, Arizona, high school student, has written a re-telling of the Romeo & Juliet story
entitled “The Chain." His father, Charles W. Ryan, provides us with a short story called “Janus Winked."
You’ll also notice we’re running a lot of poetry in this issue, including a series of poems by Jill Solnicki that
examine fairy tale heroines from an unusual angle.
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EDITORIAL
Wek:ome to The Mythic Circle #10. We have a
first in this issue: a pair of stories written by father
and son. Dan Ryan, a Phoenix, Arizona. high school
student, has written a r&telling of the Romeo &
Juliet story entitled "The Chain.• His father, Charles
W. Ryan, provides us with a short story called
•Janus Winked.• You'll also notice we're running a
lot of poetry in this issue, including a series of
poems by Jill Solnicki that examine fairy tale
heroines from an t.nJSUal angle.
On a more personal note, it has been my
pleasure, my joy, aid my burden to share co-editing
responsibilities on The Mythic Circle <:Ner the past
four years. The delight has been in working with the
wonderful authors and artists serendipity has sent
our Wat, and helping a collection of strangers become a community of colleagues who genuinely
respect each other, even when they disagree.
The burden has been watching our well-intentioned schedules and deadlines march inexorably
onward, unfulfilled and unmet, because life intercedes. I know this has been a disappointment to
many of you as well as to Christine and me. We
asked Tina Cooper to join us, initially as poetry
editor, to help with the ever-increasing tasks of
responding to queries, reading submissions, writing
personal responses, accepting and rejecting
material, arranging for artwork, figuring latouts, juggling space, dealing with printers, folding and collating, processing orders, whew! And Tina is exactly
the person we need because Tina has this uncanny
ability to keep life at bat, Sa.Jing in effect, •No, this
time belongs to Mythic Circle, get back/•
I see great things ahead of us (assuming we can
stat afloat long enough to earn a few more subscribers! Remember, donations to our sponsoring organization, The Mythopoeic Society, are
tax-deductible). I see the magazine working through
the poetry backlog, which has temporarily caused
the closure of poetry submissions until next April,
and appearing on a regular basis. I've also come to
see that while The Mythic Circle is •my baby• to
some degree, it's not •mine• and I need to let it go.
So it is somewhat wistfully that I write this
editorial and make my little rejoinders to the letters
because it's the last time I'll perform these tasks.
Qt's also the last time I'll apologize for the issue
being late! l'M SORRY - no excuses offered.) But I
plan on sticking around for a long time: as a reader;
a writer of LOCs; a contributor of art and perhaps
the occasional bit of fiction, if the editors will have
me.
Finally, I thank you for your support; for embracing our humble efforts aid making The Mythic Circle
an effective writers' workshop in prirt aid a
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magazine that prints quality stories that can't quite
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seem to find a home anywhere else. You're terrific,

every one ot1iyoo.
God
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LETTERS OF COMMENT
Dear Mythopoets,
I read with interest the discussion on poetry -With
or without the net" in TMC#8 (I picked up the issue
at Mythcon XX here in Vancouver. Sorry it's taken
me so long to write) ... I dabble in poetry when blocked in the course of writing fiction. Still, it's fun, and I
think good exercise for n<:Nelists-at-heart to work at
poetry from time to time.
Lewis, I believe, was of the opinion that poetry
should be objective, rather than subjective (anyone
remember where he Sa.JS this?) It seems to me -just glancing through TMC#S-- that the free verse
form lends itself more readily to the subjective, to
the highly personal and the emotional, more than
more formal types of verse do. Just count how many
•1•s are to be found in the tree-verse poems in that
issue as compared to the rhymed & metered poems
(I've just had this vision of a "poetry meter• - you
stick in a dime for three stanzas, a quarter for ten ...
well, never mind).
Arr'{way - I don't know if all poetry should be "objective: but I suspect mythopoeic poetry should.
Mythopoeic fiction is mostly •objective• - it is fond of
the omnipotent viewpoint, for instance, and rarely
uses first person. When it comes to style, I think
poets could extrapolate from LeGuin's essay on writing fantasy, •From Elfland to Poughkeepsie.• Free
verse is surely the poetic equivalent of the chatty
"Poughkeepsie• style LeGuin decries in (too much)
modern fantasy writing. Which is not to say that free
verse isn't all right, in its place. But just as TMC is
encouraging the writing of mythopoeic fantasy,
wouldn't it be nice if you could also encourage traditional poetic forms? I'm not trying to be closedminded ... but wouldn't it be good to call for ballads
and alliterative poems, the sort of stuff we find embedded in the text of The Lord of the Rings? Sat,
hold a contest or something?
The truth is, I'm afraid that the lack of submissions in traditional forms may well be due to sheer
laziness on the part of too many people who like to
fancy themselves poets (and I am not here criticizing any of the particular poems in TMC#8 - some of

